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Executive Summary 

Wave energy has the potential to be the largest energy source from the seas. Aside from being 

able to provide utility-scale power production, wave energy can work well in tandem with other 

renewables such as wind and solar power. Moreover, its more stable, clean and also versatile 

nature makes wave energy a suitable alternative to expensive and polluting diesel-based 

electricity generation in remote islands and offshore industries such as oil and gas platforms 

and fish farms. 

Despite oceans covering more than two thirds of the Earth’s surface and despite wave 

energy’s enormous potential (29,500 TWh/year) (IPCC, 2012) of more than the total current 

global electricity production (about 24,000 TWh/year), this powerful source of renewable 

energy has been so far mostly untapped. This can partly be attributed to the current related 

levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of this industry. 

According to International Renewable Energy Agency, the LCOE for wave energy technologies 

is in the range of 300-600 €/MWh for demonstration projects (IRENA, 2020), with projections 

of 110-220 €/MWh for 2030 (IRENA, 2014b) when taking economies of scale and learning into 

account. This is still too expensive compared to the already established electricity generation 

alternatives to make wave power competitive enough to incentivize more public and private 

financing that leads to faster technology development globally. 

We, at Novige, are developing an innovative wave energy converter (WEC) technology (called 

NoviOcean) based on a series of unique patented concepts. NoviOcean has the potential to 

deliver electricity in a more cost-efficient and reliable manner compared to all competing wave 

energy concepts. We have strong reasons to believe that NoviOcean will be among the very 

few concepts that soon will make the long-awaited breakthrough in the ocean energy sector, 

with a scalability potential hard to grasp! 

Ours and extensive third-party simulations show that NoviOcean’s demonstration LCOE for 

the first 2-6 units, each rated at 500 kW will be about 120-160 €/MWh directly from the start 

(depending on deployment site). Projections show that the costs will be further reduced to 80-

125 €/MWh for the first 5 MW array (next 10 units). Moreover, Novige AB plans to expand its 

product line-up to larger-scaled NoviOcean models of 2 MW rated and higher per unit, reducing 

the LCOE even more in the future. 

These estimations seem to be considerably lower than what is offered by other ocean energy 

technologies and at the same level as of offshore wind power to date. The values tend to drop 

further when counting for learning effects and economies of scale. Therefore, it is expected 

that the costs would reach 25 €/MWh in our 2050 vision, which is less than 25% of IRENA’s 

lowest ocean energy projections and all fossil-based electricity generation technologies. 

Moreover, as our projections are showing an initial cost of about 30-40% of what wind power 

had at its infancy (NREL, 2012), given the same learning rate, same difference gap is expected 

after maturity of the NoviOcean technology. 

This is a true enabler to increase the rate of renewable energy investments while promoting 

competition among the industry members in order to realize a 100% renewable energy future, 

initially for Europe and secondarily on a global scale. We invite you to review this document, 

our business plan, to see how we are planning to bring about this inevitable change!
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Novige AB is a cleantech company based in Sweden that is in the process of developing and 

commercializing NoviOcean, a breakthrough wave energy converter (WEC) concept. "Saving the 

climate with profitable wave power" is our goal and driving motivation. Novige’s long-term vision 

is to contribute to the reduction of fossil fuels in the energy sector on a global scale. 

In development since 2016, the unique design of NoviOcean has so far proven to be a disruptive 

alternative in the marine energy sector that is lighter, stronger, simpler, has a high survivability, 

and is substantially more cost effective than all other WECs in the market or in development 

today due to the use of less and ultimately well-proven parts and subsystems.   

         Business Plan 
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Our Purpose 

The density of water is roughly 800 times more than air. In simpler terms, moving water holds 

800-fold kinetic energy compared to wind blowing at the same speed. With oceans covering 

more than two thirds of our planet’s surface and despite wave energy’s enormous theoretical 

potential, one might wonder why this powerful source of renewable energy has been so far 

mostly untapped. 

According to International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), the estimated levelized cost of 

electricity (LCOE) for wave energy technologies is expected to be in the range of 300 to 600 

€/MWh for demonstration projects (IRENA, 2020), with projections of 110 to 220 €/MWh for 

2030 when taking economies of scale and learning into account (IRENA, 2014b). 

This is still too expensive compared to already established electricity generation alternatives 

in order to make wave power competitive enough to incentivize more public/private financing 

that leads to faster technology development globally. Therefore, our team intends to improve 

this outlook by: 

 

 

 

Our Missions & Strategies 

We offer an innovative device aimed to harvest renewable energy from ocean waves 

in a cost-efficient and sustainable way. 

We unlock highly competitive electricity prices never seen before in the ocean energy 

sector, while offering reliability, security of supply, and high versatility. 

We explore new hybrid generation alternatives such as on-site hydrogen production 

and/or solar PV additions and on-board battery/supercapacitor storage to our solution 

in order to create synergies and maximize the output. 

We produce cheap electricity during peak demand hours and hydrogen when demand 

is low. The converted energy, phase-shifted from wind power will have a stabilizing 

effect on the renewable energy supply. 

We facilitate scalability and global market penetration through an affordable global 

licensing strategy to make the necessary impact for the reduction of GHG emissions. 

According to IRENA (IRENA, 2019c), conventional large-scale hydropower has an average 

LCOE of between 20 and 50 €/MWh which is typically one of the cheapest ways to generate 

green electricity among all other sources. About a quarter of global electricity demand is 

generated by hydropower even though all lakes and rivers make up for only about 0.02% of 

water on our beautiful Earth. 

Having a considerable positive climate impact via facilitating a significant 

reduction of fossil fuels in the energy sector by introducing a highly cost-

effective and competitive way to harness utility scale ocean energy. 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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NoviOcean’s PTO (power take-off subsystem) uses a similar principle as a typical hydropower 

plant, but with much less geographical & environmental restrictions compared to conventional 

hydropower. By taking inspiration from the well-proven systems used in hydropower and other 

well-established industries, we have infused our patented concepts (inverted hydro power 

plant PTO and elongated rectangular floating platform) into the NoviOcean technology. That 

is one reason why we can claim much more reliability and cost-effectiveness of the NoviOcean 

technology compared to competing wave energy solutions. 

Core Team 

Novige AB currently has a small but highly competent core team of experts assembled to 

complement each other’s skill sets. This includes both technical expertise in scaling up wave 

energy technologies and other offshore marine projects, to valuable business knowledge and 

experience in commercializing innovative cleantech solutions on a global market. 

Our team currently holds various awards and recognitions such as the EU Seal of Excellence, 

BlueInvest Seal of Investment Readiness, Guldstänk’s Innovator of the Year 2020, and Stena 

Line’s Propeller Prize 2021. Jan Skjoldhammer, Novige AB’s founder/CEO has also been titled 

the Mission Innovation Champion of 2020. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Led by Jan Skjoldhammer, founder, inventor, and CEO of Novige AB, the team has been heavily 

involved in taking the NoviOcean concept from its cradle to the current technology readiness 

level (TRL) of 6. During this process, the team has also been (and is being) supported by expert 

advisors from different universities (among all, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Uppsala 

University, Linnaeus University, and Chalmers University) as well as many research centers & 

organizations (such as DMEC Dutch Marine Energy Center, ECN École Centrale de Nantes, 

MARIN Maritime Research Institute Netherlands, WavEC Offshore Renewables, etc.). 

The achievements so far have also been made possible by the support received (financial or 

otherwise) from various governmental agencies and non-governmental organizations. These 

include but are not limited to Region Västmanland, Create business incubator, SynerLeap 

growth hub, Swedish Scaleups, ÅForsk, Almi, and Danskebank, as well as Vinnova, Swedish 

Energy Agency, the EU Commission, and European Climate, Infrastructure and Environment 

Executive Agency (CINEA) for larger grants provided. 

         Business Plan 
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More than 40 Master’s and PhD students have over the years worked on optimizing the design 

and assisted the team in different ways. In the short/mid-term, the team will need to be further 

expanded to include more technical staff with extensive experience and knowledge on both 

practical and theoretical aspects of mechanical design and engineering. Moreover, additional 

know-how on manufacturing of large-scale marine structures and offshore energy arrays will 

be valuable in the near future. 

A short description of the core team members as of the time of preparing this document is 

presented below: 

Jan Skjoldhammer; Founder, CEO & Board Member 

Jan is heavily involved in both the technical and commercial aspects. He has more 

than 40 years of experience from various management and leadership roles as an 

officer, airline captain and pilot. Jan’s very extensive yet successful entrepreneurial 

endeavor in the property development business laid the foundation for Novige AB. 

Danial Hassani; Chief Operating Officer (COO) 

Danial is an energy systems’ expert with more than 10 years of experience in project 

management for utility scale wind/solar parks as well as other large scale complex 

industrial projects. He has master’s both in Sustainable Energy Engineering and MBA 

with a solid track record in system modeling, LCA and innovation management. 

Stefan Björklund; Chief Technology Officer (CTO) 

Stefan holds a PhD in tribology and has worked a long career as a professor at Royal 

Institute of Technology (KTH) in system- and component design. He has an extensive 

experience in design and mechanics of wave energy systems. Stefan has also a deep 

knowledge in finite element analysis (FEA) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD). 

Atefeh Mortazavi; Sustainable Development Officer (SDO) 

Atefeh has a master’s degree in Sustainable Urban Development with eight years of 

progressive experience in a broad range of sustainable development issues. Atefeh 

is skilled in strategic planning, sustainability assessment, and project management 

and possesses great communication and administration skills. 

Niclas Bassili; Head of Mechatronics Engineering 

Niclas is a mechatronic system developer and has a master’s degree in Mechatronics 

Engineering as well as more than 10 years of experience in electrical equipment and 

installations. He is well experienced in the design and development of hardware and 

software systems as well as programming and computer-aided design (CAD). 

Marcus Grünerwald; Director of Government Affairs 

Marcus Has more than 10 years of experience as an advisor and expert in innovation 

management and public funding. He has assisted in several successful applications 

to EU funding programs such as FP7 & Horizon 2020 and has worked closely with a 

wide variety of international development banks and other funding agencies. 

Anna Fägersten; PR and Communications Manager 

Anna has more than a decade experience of marketing and a successful track record 

of assisting many small- and medium-sized companies within automotive, e-mobility, 

and cleantech. She manages Novige AB’s media coverage and makes sure that we 

maintain an updated and active presence. 

Introduction  
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Timo Pohjanvuori; IP Manager 

Timo is the founder, partner and senior consultant at Prospero, Sweden’s leading IP 

and knowledge consultancy. He has an extensive background within technology and 

has been working for global market leaders as well as fast-growing tech companies 

developing world-winning portfolios of intellectual property. 

Tomas Carlmark; Lawyer 

As our company's lawyer, Tomas brings extensive experience in corporate, contract 

and intellectual property law. Active since 2008 and today one of the partners at the 

law firm Allians, he and his team at the law firm provide essential legal services and 

support to Novige AB. 

Mats Andersson; Board Director 

Mats has a vast experience in various industries such as marine energy, security, IoT, 

telecommunications, blockchain, and more. He is currently the Chairman of the Board 

in more than 7 different companies and has an exceptionally successful track record 

in expanding and improving the value and turnover of well-known listed companies. 

Sara Karlin; Board Member 

Sara has extensive experience in management consultancy, business development, 

operations & financial/executive management. She studied Business Administration 

and Economics at University of California and Stockholm School of Economics (SSE) 

and was the first female associate in Nordic region in BCG’s fast track. 

         Business Plan 
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The first known patents related to wave energy capture from ocean waves date back to year 

1799 followed by over 300 patents filed only in the UK from 1855 to 1973 (Clément, o.a., 2002). 

Modern wave energy, however, was pioneered by Yoshio Masuda during 1940s and 1950s, 

especially in his concept of extracting power from the angular motion at the joints of a raft (Farley 

& Rainey, 2006). After the oil crisis of 1973, the interest in wave energy was renewed with many 

researchers and universities working on different concepts. 

With recent global movement towards a 100% renewable energy mix, ocean energy concepts 

have once again gained a renewed attention. Because of better support and more financing 

opportunities, various modern technologies have emerged during the recent two decades. 
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Among these concepts, most notable are point absorbers, attenuators, oscillating wave surge 

systems, oscillating water column converters, overtopping devices, and submerged pressure 

differential devices. 

         

         

        

Figure 1: Commonly known wave energy converters; from left to right: attenuator / bulge wave / oscillating wave 
surge / oscillating wave column / overtopping / rotating mass / point absorber / submerged pressure differential 

(pictures source: EMEC 1) 

At the time of writing this text, more than 100 different companies are developing their own 

ocean energy concept with about a third of them belonging to the wave energy sector. Despite 

recent trends and relative improvements in the development of such concepts, the global 

cumulative wave energy installations in 2021 was 24.7 MW (OEE, 2022), since no prominent 

and cost-effective technology has yet been introduced. 

Despite the past trends, a few companies are now being recognized due to their potential and 

effort in bringing wave energy closer to commercialization. Among them are CorPower Ocean, 

Wello, Mocean and Bombora concepts. 

Analyzing the Competition 

Novige’s direct competitors are consisted of other wave energy companies that are currently 

developing their own WEC concept.  

Table 1 shows a comprehensively compiled list of 24 direct competitors along with Novige’s 

assessment of their concepts (including advantages and disadvantages) from our own point-

of-view. 

 
1 https://www.emec.org.uk/marine-energy/wave-devices/  

         Business Plan 

https://www.emec.org.uk/marine-energy/wave-devices/
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Table 1: List of Novige’s direct competitors, their WEC concept, and Novige’s assessment of their technology 

Company Concept Picture/Source Assessment 

AW Energy 
Oy 

(FI) 

WaveRoller 

 
https://aw-energy.com/waveroller/  

 Near-shore application (0.3-2 km offshore; 8-20 m depth) 

 Mostly or fully submerged technology with oscillating flaps 

 Claims a capacity factor of 25-50% (for 1.5 to 2 MW units) 

 Uses a closed-loop hydraulic system to transfer power 

 Has power storage and smoothing system 

 Easy access to site & consequently lower BOP costs 

 Only one exposed moving part & low visual impact 

 Limited application (cannot be deployed far offshore) 

 Expensive maintenance due to being fully submerged 

 Low annual output versus size, mass, and complexity 

 Difficult consenting plus obstruction to fishing & tourism 

AWS 
Ocean 
Energy 

(UK) 

Archimedes 
Waveswing 

 
https://www.emec.org.uk/about-us/wave-
clients/aws-ocean-energy/   

 Submerged point absorber with active mooring 

 For remote communities & aquaculture 

 Suitable for depths +25 m 

 between 25-250 kW rated capacity 

 Low environmental footprint 

 Not visually obstructive 

 Long time in development 

 Complicated and inefficient 

 Low annual output versus size, mass, and complexity 

 Subject to strong forces

BioPower 
Systems 
PTY Ltd. 

(AU) 

BioWAVE 

 
https://bps.energy/  

 Mounted to the seafloor 

 Air-filled cylindrical structures oscillating 

 Use of hydraulic cylinders 

 Automatic "lay-down" mode for improved survivability 

 Modular 

 Very massive with low power rating 

 Expensive transport, maintenance, and installation 

 Needs extensive sea-floor preparation 

 Heavy structure and lots of material 

 21 M$ project for developing only 250 kW 

Bombora 
Wave 
Power 

(AU) 

mWave 

 
https://bomborawave.com/mwave/  

 Deployed in coastal locations 

 Membrane pump design 

 Mounted to seafloor (submerged) 

 Not very complex 

 Not visually obstructive 

 Expensive installation 

 High maintenance needs (for rubber membranes) 

 Heavy and large, and intense use of cement 

Carnegie 
Clean 
Energy Ltd. 

(AU) 

CETO 

 
https://www.carnegiece.com/  

 Fully submerged point absorber 

 Awarded 9.6 million pounds ERDF grant in 2016 for the 1st 
phase of a 15 MW project at Wave Hub 

 Modular and scalable 

 Complex mooring design 

 Very large round buoy which is not the most efficient 
solution (cutting the waves) 

 Not able to produce in extreme conditions 

Centipod 
Ltd. 

(US) 

Centipod 

 
http://ecomerit.com/centipod.php  

 Stable floating platform 
 Actively yawed to be exposed to wave front 
 Multi-MW 
 Rotating platform enhances production 
 Very large & heavy, plus material use for platform 
 Extensive engineering and maintenance needs 
 Vast area is needed, interrupts ship routs 
 Complex mooring and anchoring 

 Many joints and moving parts

 

Industry Outlook  

https://aw-energy.com/waveroller/
https://www.emec.org.uk/about-us/wave-clients/aws-ocean-energy/
https://www.emec.org.uk/about-us/wave-clients/aws-ocean-energy/
https://bps.energy/
https://bomborawave.com/mwave/
https://www.carnegiece.com/
http://ecomerit.com/centipod.php
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Company Concept Picture/Source Assessment 

Checkmate 
Seaenergy 

(UK) 

Anaconda 

 
https://www.checkmateukseaenergy.com/  

 Distensible rubber tube anchored to the seabed 
 Floating beneath the water surface 
 The device is squeezed by passing waves, then water 
travels down to drive a turbine in the stern 
 Not visually obstructive 
 Might be dangerous to ships passing by 
 Not very efficient 
 Expensive installation & maintenance due to turbine laying 
on seafloor 

Corpower 
Ocean 

(SE) 

Corpower 

 
https://corpowerocean.com/  

 Oscillating in resonance with coming waves 
 Active phase control & advanced control algorithms 
 Has survival mode 
 Serious development & more than 30 M€ received 
 Better results than other competitors 
 5x better specific energy generation per ton compared to 
other tech. 
 Many moving parts 
 Complex control algorithms due to being resonant 
 Not able to produce in extreme weather

Dutch 
Wave 
Power 

(NL) 

Dutch Wave 
Power 

 
https://www.dutchwavepower.com/pages
/technology/  

 A pendulum system and a float rotating back and forth  
 Different systems available for different depths 
 Low cost seems to be possible 
 No adjustment towards the wave front so far 
 Fouling can significantly lower performance 
 Challenging control system and survivability 

Fred. Olsen 

(NO) 

BOLT 
Lifesaver 

 
https://www.atticusdigital.com/projects/a
nimation/bolt-lifesaver  

 Point absorber 
 Several PTOs in one device 
 Tested for offshore operation in Hawaii 
 Large and heavy compared to output 
 Our calculations show only 11% capacity factor 

GEPS 
techno 

(FR) 

Wave Pearl 
& Wave Gem 

 
https://www.geps-
techno.com/technologie/  

 10 kW and 200 kW solutions 
 Focused on a niche market (O&G) 
 Hybrid solution for wave and solar electricity production 
 Environmental and metocean data monitoring possible 
 High level of maturity reached 
 Developed for limited applications (not utility scale or grid-
connected applications) 

G-Wave 
LLC 

(US) 

Power 
Generation 
Vessel 

 
https://trends.nauticexpo.com/project-
322291.html  

 Rated at 9 MW 
 72 m long x 22 m high 
 Launched at Wave Hub 
 Very heavy (13 000 tons); extensive construction and 
installation needs  
 Getting a license is a big challenge 
 0.69 kW output per ton. Very unsustainable 

Laminaria 

(BE) 

LAMWEC 

 
https://www.emec.org.uk/about-us/wave-
clients/laminaria/   

 Changing angle between two sections of the WEC 
 200 kW capacity 
 Tested at EMEC in 2017 
 11 million EUR funding for testing 
 Seems inefficient (low output per unit mass) 
 Complex mooring 

Marine 
Power 
Systems 

(UK) 

PelaGen 

 
https://www.marinepowersystems.co.uk/p
elagen/  

 To be used as an offshore wind platform (floating) 
 Reduced LCOE when used with wind turbines 
 Stability and easy marine transport 
 Heavy and having exposed moving parts 
 No standalone usage (limited application) 
 Drastically changed their initial design 

 

         Business Plan 

https://www.checkmateukseaenergy.com/
https://corpowerocean.com/
https://www.dutchwavepower.com/pages/technology/
https://www.dutchwavepower.com/pages/technology/
https://www.atticusdigital.com/projects/animation/bolt-lifesaver
https://www.atticusdigital.com/projects/animation/bolt-lifesaver
https://www.geps-techno.com/technologie/
https://www.geps-techno.com/technologie/
https://trends.nauticexpo.com/project-322291.html
https://trends.nauticexpo.com/project-322291.html
https://www.emec.org.uk/about-us/wave-clients/laminaria/
https://www.emec.org.uk/about-us/wave-clients/laminaria/
https://www.marinepowersystems.co.uk/pelagen/
https://www.marinepowersystems.co.uk/pelagen/
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Company Concept Picture/Source Assessment 

Mocean 
Energy Ltd. 

(UK) 

Blue 
Horizon 

 
https://www.mocean.energy/ 

 A hinged raft with a specific geometry 
 Target market is far-offshore systems & utility 
 Improved survivability 
 Claims 3x improved performance vs. other hinged rafts 
 Simple mooring 
 Seems to have complex hydrodynamics 
 Low specific energy per ton 

Nemos 
GmbH 

(DE) 

Nemos 
WEC 

 
https://nemos.de/en/wave-energy  

 Rectangular floater connected to a submerged PTO 
 Possible hybrid arrangement with solar PV 
 Wires/springs/pullies substantially reduce reliability 
 The underwater section is susceptible to fouling 
 Maintenance needs seem to be huge 
 The whole structure seems too fragile

Ocean 
Energy 

(IE) 

OE Buoy 

 
https://oceanenergy.ie/oe-buoy/  

 Floating oscillating water column 
 1 MW unit in full-scale 
 Only a single moving part 
 Promising survivability 
 Over 10 years research (slow development) 
 Extremely bulky & heavy structure (826 tons/MW) 
 Inefficient use of air turbine for such a large structure

OPT 

(US) 

PowerBuoy 

 
https://oceanpowertechnologies.com/platf
orm/opt-pb3-powerbuoy/  

 Based on modular design 
 Has undergone full-scale performance validation 
 Good survivability 
 Under-sea substation pod (maintenance difficulties) 
 Shares sank from $1200 to $3 per share in 2011 and under 
$1 in 2020 
 Inefficient and expensive per kWh generation 
 8 tons structure for only 3 kW peak power

Oscilla 
Power Inc. 

(US) 

Triton 

 
https://www.oscillapower.com/tritonwec  

 Two-body point absorber 
 Variable damping linear PTO 
 Linear hydraulic gearbox & linear generator 
 Easy installation 
 Expensive and demanding maintenance 
 Expensive mooring design 
 Buoy design does not seem optimal 

Sea Wave 
Energy Ltd. 
(SWEL) 

(UK) 

Waveline 
Magnet 
(WM) 

 
https://swel.eu/  

 Array of flexible assemblies which are linked by a spine 
power system 
 Numerous patents over 12 years 
 Synchronized with waves 
 PTO uses sea water instead of oil 
 Applicable to both low and high waves 
 Can be built from recyclable materials 
 Low mass and modular design 
 Plastic + salt water + sun can be dangerous to marine life 
 Many moving parts; questionable maintenance/survivability 
 Large area for production needed, disrupting ship routes 

Seabased 

(SE) 

Seabased 
WEC 

 
https://www.nyteknik.se/energi/jag-tror-
inte-att-seabased-fullfoljer-projektet-
6830164  

 Point absorber with submerged collection point 
 Simpler design compared to some others 
 Many years in development with not much success 
 Weight to output ratio seems very low 
 The design of the end-stop makes it weak vs. high waves 
 Underwater installation and maintenance are challenging 

Symphony 
Wave Power 

(NL) 

Symphony 

 
https://symphonywavepower.nl/    

 Submerged resonating point absorber 
 They have H2 production in mind 
 Not visually obstructive 
 Taking so long time in development 
 So many complex parts (membrane, spring, etc.) 
 Has to withstand strong forces due to being submerged 
 Cannot operate in all wave conditions  
 Complex control system needed 

 

Industry Outlook  

https://nemos.de/en/wave-energy
https://oceanenergy.ie/oe-buoy/
https://oceanpowertechnologies.com/platform/opt-pb3-powerbuoy/
https://oceanpowertechnologies.com/platform/opt-pb3-powerbuoy/
https://www.oscillapower.com/tritonwec
https://swel.eu/
https://www.nyteknik.se/energi/jag-tror-inte-att-seabased-fullfoljer-projektet-6830164
https://www.nyteknik.se/energi/jag-tror-inte-att-seabased-fullfoljer-projektet-6830164
https://www.nyteknik.se/energi/jag-tror-inte-att-seabased-fullfoljer-projektet-6830164
https://symphonywavepower.nl/
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Company Concept Picture/Source Assessment 

Wave Piston 

(DK) 

Wave 
Piston WEC 

 
https://www.wavepiston.dk/#our-services  

 Running two demonstration projects 
 They have targeted desalination as well 
 Has so far created good traction in Gran Canaria 
 Hydraulics to shore is a very challenging concept 
 Sea water corrosion problems from inside and out 
 Seems to be a very complicated but inefficient system 
 Survivability is questionable 

Wello Oy 

(FI) 

The 
Penguin 

 
https://wello.eu/  

 Rotating mass concept with direct driven power train 
 Won 17 M€ from H2020 in 2017 
 First electricity generated in EMEC 
 Can be manufactured by any shipyard 
 Easy installation 
 Very big and heavy vs. low power rating 
 Wave heights up to 6-8 m needed to reach their full rated 
capacity at 500 kW (very rare) 
 Sank once

  

         Business Plan 
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There are several other non-WEC products that are currently either commercially available or 

under development in the offshore energy market. These include fixed and floating offshore 

wind (OW), tidal energy converters (TEC), ocean thermal energy converters (OTEC), and also 

floating solar photovoltaic (FPV) solutions. Even though these concepts are categorized as 

indirect competitors to the NoviOcean technology, a general assessment and comparison 

between them can show the competitive aspects and market potentials of them more clearly. 

A holistic evaluation of the indirect competitors can also assist in a more effective strategy 

development for the NoviOcean technology. The assessments made by our team on these 

indirect competitors and our evaluations and assessments can be seen in Table 2. This table 

also includes a short assessment & conclusion about the previously mentioned wave energy 

concepts (WEC) which are directly competing with the NoviOcean concept.  

Table 2: Comparing NoviOcean to indirect competitors 
(MEA, 2019) (Lu, McElroy, & Kiviluoma, 2008) (European Commission, 2018) (IEA, 2015) (Ottesen, 2018) 

(Heidari, 2017) (NREL, 2018) (IRENA, 2019b) (Panchal, 2011) (NEA, 2020) (Oceans of Energy, 2021) (UNFCCC, 2021) 

Technology Potential Maturity LCOE (*) Assessment 

Fixed OW 9.4 TW Mature 80-120  High growth expected 
 Huge and well-established market 
 Economics of scale 
 Visually obstructive 
 End-of-life issues 
 High intermittency in energy delivery 

Floating OW 8.6 TW TRL 8+ 140-200  Less visual obstruction compared to fixed OW 
 Higher yields compared to fixed OW 
 Huge market potential 
 Demanding engineering & installation 
 End-of-life issues 
 High intermittency in energy delivery 

TEC 0.5 TW TRL 5-8 50-250  Not visually obstructive 
 Predictability 
 Low LCOE claims for some technologies in this category 
 Smaller market potential 
 Slow growth 

OTEC 7 TW TRL 5-6 140-250  High resource potential 
 Optimal for large scale 
 Too expensive (not competitive) 
 Lack of reliable cost estimates 

FPV 0.4 TW TRL 8+ 50-150  Easier engineering 
 Less maintenance needs at a lower cost 
 Limited application (only in relatively calmer waters) 
 High intermittency in energy delivery 
 Needs heavy support structure 
 Inefficient sea area use 

Other WEC 5.0 TW TRL 5-8 100-300  Extremely large untapped market 
 Geographical applicability is high 
 Many divergent technologies exist 
 Many concepts have a low production while are very heavy 
 Survivability and reliability are persisting challenges 
 Development speed is still low 
 Needs much more deployments to reach an economic level 

NoviOcean 5.0 TW TRL 5-6 50-90  Lower LCOE possible at same capacity 
 Huge market potential 
 Simple, light, and well-proven subsystems 
 Minimal visual and auditory obstruction 
 Possible hybrid system potentials (PV, H2, onboard storage, etc.) 
 Use of recyclable & environmentally friendly material 
 Adaptability to different locations & easy local manufacturing 
 Less mature than others (needs more work & investment) 

* Estimated for an average 100 MW project – Assuming when these technologies reach commercialization – Units are in €/MWh. 
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NoviOcean WEC is a floating non-resonant point absorber wave energy concept that extracts 

energy from the vertical motion (heave) of the waves. It is essentially comprised of two main 

subsystems which are both unique to the wave energy industry. The “rectangular float” and the 

“inverted hydropower plant PTO” which together form the HPAS concept which stands for “Hydro 

Power Plant at Sea”.  

The immense lifting force created by the rectangular float during operation, builds up enough 

pressure in the vertically mounted PTO which enables high-speed water to hit a highly efficient 

water turbine. The rotational movement of the turbine is then transferred to a generator that is 

coupled to the same axis, generating electricity. Just like a conventional hydropower plant, but 

inverted, with the ocean being a never-drying dam! 
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Figure 2 shows a schematic illustration of the system and its working principles. 

 

The innovative elongated rectangular float is designed in a way which resembles the shape of 

a wave. Such a design makes it possible for the float to automatically align its elongated face 

towards the wave front. This ensures a much larger wetted area of 4 to 10 times more than a 

typical round buoy, resulting in a much higher energy capture compared to other existing wave 

energy concepts. 

The unique float design gives it an exceptional storm-survivability as well as ensures all-day-

round electricity production. Moreover, the float can be easily manufactured in local shipyards 

using readily available materials. This allows to easily adjust the size of the float based on the 

characteristics of the prospective location, giving exceptional versatility in optimizing energy 

capture. 

Having a significantly larger but lighter float (with high floating point and low surge forces) 

compared to existing WEC concepts ensures considerably higher lifting forces (up to 600 tons 

for the 500-kW rated NoviOcean unit) and energy absorption per ton. The amount of annual 

electricity production (in MWh) per unit weight of WEC structure (per ton) is therefore a very 

useful scale to compare ocean energy technologies on a normalized level. This measurement 

unit (called the specific energy absorbed) will help assessors in identifying how effective (in 

terms of performance) a technology is compared to its competing alternatives. 

The specific energy absorbed by the NoviOcean WEC is estimated to be 2-10 times higher vs. 

other WEC concepts under development or in market to date. This is illustrated in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 2: A schematic illustration of the 
NoviOcean WEC, showing different parts 

and working principles 
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NoviOcean’s other patented subsystem, the inverted hydropower plant PTO (power take-off), 

combines two of the most robust and well-proven components that have been used in other 

industries for the past two centuries: a highly efficient water turbine and a hydraulic cylinder 

to pump high-pressure water at high velocity towards the turbine. 

Due to the simplicity of the PTO, the NoviOcean WEC can easily latch in every wave trough to 

utilize enormous lifting forces that helps achieving extremely high outputs. Having a non-

resonant behavior, NoviOcean rides in sync with the waves, with slower speeds and simpler 

control system to achieve extreme power outputs, as opposed to the more complex resonant 

approach which is commonplace among many existing concepts. 

As discussed in the previous chapter (Industry Outlook), wave energy technologies have so 

far not been very successful in reaching the necessary level of cost-effectiveness in order to 

be competitive enough with other renewable energy solutions. While this can be on some level 

accredited to the infancy of the wave energy industry in general, it can be also argued that the 

previous solutions have been falling short in maintaining a balance between power delivery, 

simplicity and weight. 

This may eventually result in having overly complex systems that generate comparatively low 

amounts of electricity in relation to their total mass (refer to Figure 3 for more info). Therefore, 

such designs will ultimately lead to high and unattractive levelized costs. Moreover, in marine 

environments where survivability and reliability are both very crucial factors, using well-proven, 

simple, light, and strong parts are a key to better success in the industry. 

For this reason, we are convinced that many common mechanisms used in other wave energy 

concepts (such as cogwheels, accumulators, springs, hydraulic motors, etc.) cannot simply 

satisfy such stringent criteria. Moreover, our calculations show that those concepts not using 

buoyancy to capture the wave energy must use 30 times larger sea area to achieve the same 

output, which again suggests far too much structure weight versus the resulted output. 

 

We believe that NoviOcean can do differently, simply because the design relies on few parts 

that are reliable and have been proven for over two centuries. Much thanks to the use of such 

well-proven subsystems, our triply patented concept can be simple, yet strong, and lightweight 

yet efficient. This enables NoviOcean to absorb tremendous amounts of energy from ocean 

waves using a significantly lighter structure. 

Therefore, the absorbed energy per ton of structure for a NoviOcean WEC unit will be more 

than double of what some of the most promising WEC technologies can offer to the market 

to date (and up to 10 times more versus other solutions previously introduced to the market). 

It is worth noting that according to our evaluations, NoviOcean can also outperform some of 

the other non-WEC technologies such as offshore wind and floating solar due to its superior 

performance per ton of structure. The essence of this claim is summarized in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Comparing NoviOcean’s absorbed energy per ton of structure to other wave energy concepts 

(IEA, 2015) (Babarit, o.a., 2012) (WindEurope, 2019) (Islam, Guo, & Zhu, 2014) (Equinor, 2022) 
(Acharya, Devraj, 2019) (PV Magazine, 2021) (Martins, 2019) (Zimmermann, 2022) 

This is one of the main enablers to unlocking unique LCOE values for the NoviOcean concept, 

as well as one of the main reasons that led us to believe that NoviOcean WEC can disrupt the 

ocean energy sector. 

Techno-economic Viability 

NoviOcean WEC’s power matrix has been initially estimated by WavEC professionals using 

their Wave2Wire model by running irregular wave simulations for sea states described by a 

Pierson-Moskovitz spectrum. 

Furthermore, our team has developed (and continuously improves) a detailed in-house techno-

economic assessment model to further facilitate the evaluation of various techno-economic 

parameters for NoviOcean arrays in different locations with suitable wave energy resource 

potential. Using this techno-economic model enables us to evaluate the economic feasibility 

of future projects as well as lifecycle costs and electricity generation amount (which leads to 

LCOE figures) conveniently yet very accurately. 

Figure 4 illustrates a screenshot of the previously mentioned techno-economic model. As can 

be seen, the model allows the user to adjust different parameters such as site location, float 

size, project capacity, construction/operation durations, learning rates, previously deployed 

capacity, discount rate, profit margin, subsidies, corporate taxes, project loans, losses, etc. It 

is also possible to see different decision-making metrics such as Annual Energy Production 

(AEP), CAPEX, OPEX, Capacity Factor (CF), LCOE, NPV, IRR, payback time, and environmental 

measures such as avoided GHG emissions and carbon payback time among others. 
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Figure 4: A screenshot of Novige’s in-house techno-economic model (lifecycle approach) 
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Capital and operating costs (CAPEX and OPEX) are carefully researched based on available 

studies on wave energy, benchmarking from offshore wind, and preliminary quotations and/or 

estimates from contacted suppliers. 

 

Example 1 

An early 10 MW rated array (20 NoviOcean NO500 units each rated at 500-kW) with only 5 MW 

previously deployed capacity is simulated in Figure 5 below. A medium learning rate of 8% 

(lower than offshore wind’s learning curve, 12%) has been chosen. It is assumed that the array 

will be operational for 25 years. Assuming that the same project is implemented in various 

European sites (Novige’s initial target market), both LCOE and CF values have been calculated 

for each site based on their resource potential, water depth, and distance to the nearest port. 

The project CAPEX can be calculated as approximately 30 M€ while the OPEX will be about 1 

to 1.5 M€/year depending on the location. 

 

Figure 5: Example 1 - LCOE & CF for an early 10 MW array in Europe (from Novige’s techno-economic model) 
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It is worth mentioning that in case of Example 1, the project will be profitable from the start 

since the currently enforced clearing prices for Contracts for Difference (CfD) and/or Feed-in-

Tariffs (FiT) are higher than the shown LCOE values for wave and tidal energy technologies. 

Moreover, as the LCOE for off-grid diesel electricity production in remote islands (more than 

200 in the European region) is currently more than 190-250 €/MWh on average, NoviOcean 

can be a relevant and more cost-effective alternative for phasing out fossil-based electricity 

generation in such areas. This can further empower the local economy and job market as well 

through different phases such as construction/deployment, operation and decommissioning. 

 

Example 2 

A 25 MW-sized array (50 NoviOcean NO500 units each rated at 500-kW) with 20 MW previous 

deployed capacity is shown in Figure 6 with rest of the parameters being the same as Example 

1. Assuming that the same project is implemented in a north American site, both LCOE and 

CF values have been calculated. The project CAPEX is calculated between 60 and 62 M€ while 

the OPEX is estimated at around 1.9 to 2.4 M€/year depending on the location.  

 

Figure 6: Example 2 - LCOE & CF for a 25 MW array in north America (from Novige’s techno-economic model) 
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As of Example 2, in the Nova Scotia case, it is known that the current Feed in Tariffs (FiT) for 

tidal energy projects are 292 €/MWh (385 Canadian Dollar/ MWh) for the first 15 years of the 

project 2. It is expected that wave energy FiTs will be even higher due to less maturity versus 

the tidal energy sector. However, assuming the same rate, such a project by can be extremely 

profitable with an NPV of 168 M€, and IRR of 45% and a payback time of 3 years. 

 

Example 3 

One of the commercialization strategies for the NoviOcean WEC is to gradually penetrate the 

geographical locations with relatively lower wave energy potential and/or there are lower/no 

subsidies available. An example of which is the African continent. In Figure 7, A commercial 

50 MW-sized array with 200 MW previous deployed capacity has been analyzed. Both LCOE 

and CF values have been calculated for different potential sites as seen. The project CAPEX 

is calculated between 88 and 90 M€ while the OPEX is estimated at around 3 to 3.8 M€/year 

depending on the geographical parameters.  

 

Figure 7: Example 3 - LCOE & CF for a 50 MW array in Africa (from Novige’s techno-economic model) 

 
2 https://energy.novascotia.ca/renewables/programs-and-projects/tidal-fit  
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As can be seen in Example 3, in most regions, the LCOE will be lower than the retail electricity 

price in the respective country. For example, in the case of South Africa where the wave energy 

potential and potential deployment locations are more abundant, the electricity price is about 

69 €/MWh 3. This means that in any of the four locations shown in the coasts of South Africa 

(Cape Town, Mossel Bay, Gqeberha, and Durban), such a project will be profitable from the 

beginning without needing any subsidies. 

As previously mentioned, the generated electricity can also be optimized by adjusting the size 

of the float based on the wave characteristics of the prospective location. This is one of the 

enablers to having a lower LCOE in various locations compared to the existing concepts with 

higher Technology Readiness Levels (TRL). 

By accounting for the learning effect and economics of scale (which is applicable to all less 

mature technologies), the LCOE tends to gradually lower as the size of the arrays and number 

of deployments increase. This means that for example, an early commercial 75 MW array can 

cost about 60-100 €/MWh (depending on the location) which places NoviOcean at the same 

level as a 200-800 MW size offshore wind farm. 

Figure 8 compares the NoviOcean NO500 economic potential to other existing wave energy 

concepts as well as offshore wind energy in two different scenarios (fixed float size and 

adjusted float size). Note that the rated capacity reported here for offshore wind power is, on 

average, six times larger than the imaginary first commercial NoviOcean array. 

 

Figure 8: LCOE comparison at different development stages (IEA, 2015) (IRENA, 2018) 

Previous estimations can be further improved significantly after the implementation of our AI 

software and sensor optimization, hence improving the economic viability of the NoviOcean 

WEC compared to alternative energy concepts. 

 
3 https://www.globalpetrolprices.com/South-Africa/electricity_prices/  
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By filtering out the costs required for the first array (which has a wider range across concepts), 

we have compared NoviOcean’s LCOE to what is offered by different sectors of ocean energy, 

including other wave, tidal and OTEC concepts. The results are shown in Figure 9 below. 

 
Figure 9: Comparing LCOE estimates of NoviOcean WEC to other technologies in various sectors of the ocean 

energy industry (IEA, 2015) 

In order to properly compare the historical cost evolution for different electricity generation 

and/or storage alternatives and to better understand the effect of learning rate and economics 

of scale on cost reductions over time, one can plot the LCOE metric (Levelized Cost of Storage, 

LCOS, when assessing storage technologies) against the total deployed capacity for the same 

technology. 

Such a graphical analysis is extremely valuable and helpful when it comes to making educated 

investment decisions based on the potential that the technology in question offers compared 

to its alternative concepts.  

We have therefore compiled such graph by gathering the relevant historical and projected cost 

figures for various electricity generation and storage solutions. The results are hence reflected 

in Figure 10. The investigated technologies include onshore wind (since 1980), offshore wind 

(since 2000), solar PV (since 1990), tidal energy and other wave energy concepts (since 2014), 

as well as Li-ion storage. The historical and projected costs for 2030 and 2050 are compared 

to what is expected of the NoviOcean technology. 

It is worth mentioning that due to their inherently different natures, each concept undergoes 

a different learning rate. Despite this, the general rates to which onshore technologies have 

matured are higher than offshore concepts. However, offshore systems experience a lower 

starting cost compared to their onshore counterparts, which can be explained by recent global 

developments in supply chain management and more improved knowledge sharing across 

the industries. 
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Figure 10: Comparing NoviOcean’s cost evolution compared to other major renewables as well as Li-ion storage; 
including the newly published CfD (Contracts for Difference) Allocation Round 4 results4 for tidal energy 
(Our World in Data, 2022) (IRENA, 2014a) (IRENA, 2014b) (IRENA, 2019a) (IRENA, 2019b) (IRENA, 2022) 

(Bolinger et.al., 2022) (Fraunhofer & Energiewende, 2015) (PSE, 2022) (CleanTechnica, 2014) 
(European Commission, 2018) (Schmidt et.al., 2019) (pv magazine, 2022) (IEA, 2021) 

Fortunately, due to a recent joint global effort to increase the share of renewables in the energy 

mix, the price for wind and solar has rapidly plummeted to a level that can directly compete 

with fossil-based electricity generation in many regions. The projections show that this trend 

will continue until 2050 until a lower LCOE than any fossil-based electricity generation method 

has been achieved, when there will no longer be any need for subsidizing renewables. 

As seen in Figure 10, projections show that by the year 2050, on average, the LCOE of solar 

PV will reach 29 €/MWh while onshore wind will experience a cost of 25 €/MWh and offshore 

wind (both fixed and floating) will stabilize at around 49 €/MWh. Low enough for making a 

100% renewable energy supply possible. 

While an impressive achievement, we should remember that grids are already unstable with 

heightened intermittency issues caused by solar and wind. Increasing the present renewable 

share to meet the increasing energy demand would result in even more intermittency, which 

would need to be somehow balanced to make the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) 

achievable. Currently, four possible solutions can be thought of, which will be explored here: 

To heavily invest in continental and inter-continental super grids. 

To radically increase the storage capacity on a global scale. 

To invest in new nuclear power plants to supply the baseload. 

To explore complementing presently untapped renewable energy sources. 

 
4 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/contracts-for-difference-cfd-allocation-round-4-results  

a 

b 

c 
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While necessary for the future energy system, super grid infrastructures are time-

consuming and expensive to expand and maintain. Moreover, there will be a need 

for vast amounts of steel, copper, aluminum, and other materials. Forests/woods 

must be cleared for expanding transmission lines and complicated AI algorithms 

may be developed for maintaining balance in the network. Also, significant losses 

over long distances, questionable carbon payback time, local opposition, etc. are 

among the issues related to such developments. 

 

Among different storage options, chemical batteries (such as Li-ion) are classified 

among the most widely used worldwide. These batteries have so far introduced an 

array of sustainability issues for their mining, construction, and disposal. It is also 

important to remember that batteries only store energy, not produce it. Therefore, 

it can be argued that a more sustainable technology that can actually “generate” 

electricity would be more favorable for the same or even less amount of invested 

capital. It should be noted that despite continuous developments, batteries are still 

not considered fully economically justified which means that when combined with 

solar and wind, the overall LCOE will be increased by a considerable margin (refer 

to Figure 10). All being said, there exist more sustainable storage alternatives to 

utilize instead of chemical batteries, but they are either too expensive, have lower 

density (thermal storage and flywheels), are geographically constrained (pumped 

hydro), or are still in early development phases (hydrogen gas). 

 

Nuclear power has certainly improved both in efficiency and safety over the years. 

While cannot be categorized as renewable, it can be called “sustainable” on many 

occasions. In the face of the adversities caused by climate change and the need 

to rapidly phase out fossil fuels from the energy system, nuclear power can offer 

some strengths (such as high CF, low cost, etc.). However, its inherent risks and 

environmental issues have made it less desirable and not very publicly approved. 

 

Wave energy is the largest untapped renewable energy resource on the planet. Due 

to being off phased with wind, wave energy is inherently more stable than wind & 

solar since the waves persist for many hours even after the wind stops blowing. 

Therefore, it can effectively lead to higher baseload supply (3x more than wind and 

4-5x more when combined with wind5). Therefore, the need for fossil-based energy 

will be largely mitigated during peak hours. Higher stability also leads to a reduced 

need for unsustainable batteries and mining of rare-Earth metals while producing 

extra electricity with the same amount of investment. Unlike previously explained 

solutions, wave power installations do not occupy precious land area while due to 

the high kinetic energy contained in waves, less sea area is needed (compared to 

offshore wind). Wave energy is significantly less geographically constrained (vs. 

hydro power, tidal and OTEC). With oceans covering more than 2/3 of our planet’s 

surface & because of wave energy’s enormous potential of more than the current 

global power capacity (IPCC, 2012), wave energy can be the perfect addition to the 

future sustainable energy system for all.  

 
5 https://seabased.com/news-insights/wave-and-wind-are-the-new-hybrid-renewable-energy-source  
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b 
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Competitive Advantages 

Following a careful analysis of the competing solutions including a detailed assessment of 

their merits, and possible shortcomings (Industry Outlook), we have identified NoviOcean’s 

unique competitive advantages over all the competitors previously mentioned. It should be 

noted that at least one of these advantages exist per competitor (several, in majority of cases) 

with respect to their respective renewable energy concept. 

In all cases, the specific energy production per unit weight of structure is significantly higher 

for the NoviOcean concept compared to the others. This value is almost twice compared to 

the most promising wave energy concepts and floating offshore wind. For more information, 

please refer to Figure 3. 

Compared to most competing concepts, NoviOcean can produce electricity even during the 

extreme conditions. This means an enhanced capacity factor and quality of supplied electricity 

as well as a reduced need to use unsustainable storage systems (e.g., Li-ion batteries). 

The costs for developing NoviOcean is a fraction of what other companies have published (see 

Figure 8 and Figure 9), even compared to the best concepts in the marine energy industry. 

Manufacturing, testing, and certifying the very first full-scale 500 kW demonstrator unit costs 

only about 7 M€, which is 10-20% of what several others have used to reach the same stage. 

NoviOcean is not visually obstructive, especially compared to all offshore wind concepts. It 

requires significantly less effort to transport, install, maintain, and dismantle. The bulk of each 

NoviOcean WEC stands on top of water during operation, which reduces the wave and current 

forces to the device. This also assists in effectively reducing the installation and maintenance 

costs, as well as antifouling and environmental protection measures. 

The LCOE values in most cases are not reported by the competitors. In other cases where the 

LCOE is reported, it is highly ambiguous since the size of deployment and the development 

stage are not specified. In contrast, Novige’s approach is to be very transparent about our LCOE 

estimations, and we make our cost evaluation reports and cost models accessible to everyone 

for different deployment stages, locations, and array nameplate capacities. 

Unlike many other concepts, NoviOcean uses fewer moving parts that are simpler, more 

reliable and well-proven. This, aside from better maintainability and survivability, effectively 

reduces the time needed to validate all the components before commercial deployment. 

NoviOcean’s scalability and site adaptability is superior to all the analyzed technologies. With 

only a marginal cost premium, the size of the floating structure can be adjusted according to 

the wave characteristics of each location, using the same PTO. This makes it possible to highly 

optimize the electricity production to perfectly match the wave characteristics of the location 

of interest, even for areas with lower inherent potential. Floating structure size adjustment is a 

very effective optimization measure. Our calculations show that it can help boost the capacity 

factor of NoviOcean arrays to up to 60% while lowering the baseline LCOE by as high as 30%. 

Unlike many other concepts, the majority of the components can be manufactured/assembled 

in local shipyards, effectively reducing manufacturing and transportation costs, while offering 

job opportunities to local communities. 

Effective sea area used is estimated to be less than many other technologies (about half when 

comparing to offshore wind farms) for the same nameplate capacity. 

Lifecycle net emission factor for a NoviOcean array is estimated to be much lower than the 

ocean energy industry average, due to less use of materials (such as steel and concrete) and 

higher energy output per ton of structure. More in chapter “Overarching Impacts”. 
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Unique Selling Points (USPs) 

Creating synergies with other renewables 

Offshore wind farm owners can benefit from the synergies brought by 

hybrid electricity production with NoviOcean. Since wind and wave 

resources are off-phased, co-locating of the two results in much higher 

and smoother annual energy produced (AEP). Moreover, the inversely 

correlated seasonal variation between waves, wind, and solar irradiance 

hybrid/co-location is extra valuable. Improved efficiency and enhanced 

LCOE are among some of the outcomes, as well as improved operation 

and maintenance costs per MWh, and a more effective use of the leased 

sea area. 

Moreover, due to the large space available on top of the float, about 750 square meters of solar PV 

panels can be retrofitted on top of any NO500 unit with the help of foldable arms. While increasing and 

smoothening the total output, such an arrangement can help reduce the LCOE since the floating solar 

subsystem will be sharing anchors, mooring lines and of course the floating structure with NoviOcean. 

 

Simple to construct, easy installation and maintenance 

Majority of the parts can be easily manufactured in local shipyards which 

can also help improve the industrial attractiveness of local communities 

as well as create more job opportunities in the sector. Moreover, relying 

on cost-effective licensing on a global scale will massively enhance the 

technology scalability/diffusion. 

NoviOcean devices can be easily towed to the site location and installed 

using simple equipment and ROVs. There is no need for large vessels to 

install, maintain and decommission the devices. Repair jobs can be done 

in place, and the devices can be easily towed to the nearest shipyard for 

major overhauls if necessary. 

Proximity to shore (compared against offshore wind) makes the solution more environmentally friendly, 

due to the need for less transport and transmission cable requirements which consequently lowers the 

CO2 emissions during installation and maintenance. 
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Storm survivability and reliability 

Robust design and low surge forces enable NoviOcean to better survive 

during storms, allowing it to continue generating electricity even during 

the most violent sea conditions when other ocean concepts and even 

wind turbines will normally shut down. 

Moreover, by having a 30-meter stroke length, NoviOcean can perform 

seamlessly even during the rarest, but most dangerous rogue (monster) 

waves. NoviOcean is designed to have very few moving parts relative to 

other WEC concepts as well as wind turbines. 

Immense power output 

3rd party studies have shown that if installed in waters of the Atlantic 

Marine Energy Test Site (AMETS), NoviOcean units can supply enough 

power for around 1200 households per installed MW capacity. 

Even though these numbers can change depending on each prospective 

site location, the figures are mostly in the same range. This is mostly 

thanks to the immense power density of NoviOcean compared to other 

offshore clean energy technologies. We plan to overtake the competition 

with a combination of superior performance, lower costs, global price-

worthy licensing, and local part production. 

Hydrogen production and shoreline erosion mitigation 

Aside from generating electricity, NoviOcean WEC arrays can be used to 

produce cost-effective hydrogen. In a future scenario, hydrogen can be 

produced on-site (or onshore) when there is a surplus electricity supply 

due to low market demand/pricing. 

Moreover, the possibility to add other extra storage solutions onboard 

each NoviOcean unit means that islands and remote locations with 

limited access to the electricity grid can benefit from a more stable and 

reliable delivery on a daily basis. 

Another aspect of interest is to tackle the problem of shoreline erosion. 

Due to the rising sea levels, many of the shorelines around the globe are being increasingly eroded, 

which has forced us into taking mitigatory actions to reduce the effects of erosion on our lives. 

NoviOcean WEC is a highly efficient device in absorbing a large part of the kinetic energy of ocean 

waves. As the result, areas that will be located downstream to a NoviOcean array will experience calmer 

waves, helping in reduced shoreline erosion. 
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In Europe alone, ocean energy can deliver up to 100 GW of capacity by 2050, (an annual market 

of 53 B€). This is equivalent to satisfy about 10% of Europe’s electricity demand today, enough 

to meet the daily electricity needs of more than 76 million households. Deploying 100 GW of 

ocean energy will also mean creating a new industrial sector based firmly in Europe, and 400 000 

skilled jobs across the supply chain. With approximately 45% of Europe’s population living in 

coastal regions, ocean energy can be a convenient way to readily deliver electricity exactly where 

it is needed (OEE, 2020). 

Despite ocean energy being led by European companies with +90% of projects expected to be 

deployed in Europe by 2030, only 7% of the total global wave energy potential (about 5 TW wave 

& 0.5 TW tidal 6 capacity) is in Europe, showing the true magnitude of its enormous potential. 

 
        6 1 TW = 1 000 GW = 1 000 000 MW 
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On a global scale, ocean energy could reach up to 300 GW by 2050 which is enough to power 

350 million households. This market will annually generate more than 100 B€ of economic 

value as well as more than 650 000 new jobs over the entire supply chain7. 

Figure 11 below shows the geographical regions with highest wave energy potential as well 

as the total global estimated wave energy potential. 

 

Figure 11: Wave energy worldwide potential. picture source: (MEA, 2019) 

The priority global locations for installations are in a belt from 30-60 degrees north and south 

of the globe, where wind and wave forces are the strongest which includes thirty-eight (38) 

countries around the world. 

According to Ocean Energy Europe’s 2030 Ocean 

Energy Vision (OEE, 2020), it is projected that 494 

MW of wave energy will be installed by 2030 for 

the high growth scenario. 

Based on the low growth scenario, wave energy 

deployments are expected to reach a total of 178 

MW. Under both scenarios, it is forecasted that 

87.5% of the total installed capacity will be based 

in Europe. 

Under the high growth scenario, the LCOE of wave energy should have reduced to 110 €/MWh 

while a value of 150 €/MWh is expected under the low growth scenario for the year 2030.  

With that respect, Novige’s target for 2030 is to reach 100 MW cumulative NoviOcean 

WEC deployments globally. Calculations show that by 2030, NoviOcean’s LCOE would 

have reached 54 €/MWh on average, half of the set target by Ocean Energy Europe under 

the high growth scenario (see Figure 10 for more details).  

 
7 https://www.dutchmarineenergy.com/marine-energy/marine-energy-potential  
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We firmly believe that such an ambition is realistically achievable if timely and proper supports 

and investments (both from public and private sectors) are allocated to the development of 

the NoviOcean concept. Moreover, as can be seen in Figure 10, since early commercialization, 

NoviOcean arrays should be profitable since the estimated cost of energy (LCOE) is expected 

to be less than the enforced subsidies in Europe. 

According to EU Commission’s targets, up to 40 

GW of ocean energy capacity (both wave & tidal) 

is expected to be sourced by 2050 (European 

Commission, 2020) (OEE, 2021). 

EU is also enforcing new political support mechanisms to facilitate reaching this target. 

Moreover, USA and Canada have increased their public investments in ocean energy which 

indicates a similar strategy. 

With the right supports, Novige aims to reach a minimum global cumulative deployed 

capacity of 4 GW by 2050 for the NoviOcean WEC (10% of the target set by the European 

Commission). That level of deployment is enough to help the technology reach the LCOE 

of 28 €/MWh on average, at the same level compared to onshore wind and solar in 2050, 

and approximately 60% of the cost expected for offshore wind (see Figure 10 for more 

details). According to our estimations, this target roughly amounts to 12 B€ in sales. 

Customers Assessment 

Following, we have compiled a list of some possible early customers (initial market segments) 

based on their type and their potential opportunity for Novige AB. 

✓ Remote island communities (that depend on fossil-based electricity generation) 

Most remote island communities are not connected to the national grid. Fossil fuel prices and 

transport costs contribute to a high electricity cost in such regions (i.e., 196 to 250 €/MWh for 

the Canary Islands and Medeira). There are other more exotic locations that have 2 to 3 times 

these costs. Moreover, many of these regions have great wave energy potential, making them 

even more relevant for wave energy deployments. Their high electricity price as well as good 

wave energy potential make these regions favorable for early NoviOcean array deployments. 

✓ Offshore wind farms and Offshore oil & gas platforms 

Because of wind and wave resources being off-phased, a hybrid wind-wave solution can be 

used to have a balancing effect on the electricity output. On the other hand, most offshore oil 

and gas platforms are currently powered by fossil sources (diesel & gas-powered generators), 

since the costs for connecting these platforms directly to the grid are higher than fossil-based 

alternatives. 

Aside from having a more stable output, a co-located wind-wave farm can provide more cash 

flow to the owners, due to more produced electricity, especially in times when wind is calmer. 

Moreover, wind turbine foundations can be used to partly support WEC devices which in turn 

lowers the capital costs of the project, boosting the economic advantage for such solutions.  
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An expected 1400% growth in the offshore wind industry during the next 30 years is also a 

particularly good opportunity for Novige AB to strengthen its foothold in this industry. 

✓ Utility scale wave energy arrays 

Some European countries have exceptional wave energy potential. These countries include 

the UK (16 GW), Ireland (4.9 GW), Spain (2.7 GW), Portugal (2.4 GW), France (2.6 GW), as well 

as Iceland & Norway (more than 21 GW) (MEA, 2019). This enormous potential can be targeted 

by Novige AB both for early deployments and later stages. 

The customers related to this segment are more numerous and the total deployable potential 

is much larger compared to the previously mentioned segments. Feed in Tariffs (FiT’s) and 

Contracts for Difference (CfD´s) provide subsidized prizes per MWh, after the same principles 

that has made wind power grow large. 

We have highlighted some of the prioritized geographical markets for Novige in the first stage 

of the global roll-out (until 2030) and the opportunity it can bring for Novige AB. 

Portugal  

25% of Portugal’s annual power consumption can be supplied by ocean energy. Investments 

in this sector can reach up to 254 M€ while adding 119 M€ in trade as well as creating 1 

500 new jobs (MarineEnergy.biz, 2017). Novige has established few contacts with possible 

actors in Portugal and possible collaborations are being negotiated with renewable energy 

project facilitators. 

 

Spain 

Despite a strong seasonal variation in the average power, several Spanish regions 

have major potential (e.g., Galicia, Cantabric sea, and the north front of Canary 

Islands) (Iglesias & Carballo, 2009). Several contacts have been established and 

there is real potential interest for facilitating commercial installations once the pilot 

tests and demonstrations have been completed. 

 

United Kingdom, Ireland & the Faroe Islands 

Among the most promising sites are the Faroe Islands, Shetland, the Atlantic Ocean off 

Cornwall and Wales, the west coast of Scotland and Ireland, with as high as 25 GW 

theoretical potential, around which 15 GW is more practical and economically feasible 

at this stage (Wave Hub, 2020). 

Novige has already established contacts with several main actors in Cornwall, Wales, 

Scotland, and Ireland. The assumption is that it will be among the initial priority 

targeted market for the company. 

 

South Africa 

2 800 km of the South African coastlines have high wave energy potential with an 

average energy flux of 25 to 50 kW/m along the South African coast (Fourie, 2017). 

Novige has initiated a discussion with a company that facilitates green projects in 

South Africa. An in-depth analysis will be conducted on possible locations for initial 

commercial installations in South Africa. 
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It should be noted that Novige will still be open to discuss and assess further deployment 

opportunities with potential customers and/or future partners regardless of their geographical 

location. Naming the example countries above, only provides a roadmap for the team based 

on the availability of a mature supply chains and adequate support mechanisms in force in 

these countries/regions. 
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Based on the conducted lifecycle assessments (LCA), GHG emissions of the NoviOcean WEC is 

estimated to be around 17 kg of CO2 equivalent per MWh electricity generated. This is equal to 

7% of the European grid emission factor. 

The green electricity provided to the grid can power around 750-1500 households (depending on 

the site location) per MW installed capacity. NoviOcean can be manufactured locally with readily 

available and recyclable materials. It can also significantly boost global hydrogen economy and 

distribution networks in the future. 
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Direct Impacts to the Sustainable Development Goals 

According to the UN's Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 7, we need to 

substantially increase the share of renewable energy in the energy mix on 

a global scale. Other renewable sources, despite their massive deployment 

and growth potential, are not enough and there are other almost-untapped 

renewable energy sources such as wave energy that can be used in pacing 

up our speed towards this target. 

Figure 12 illustrates how we plan to bring value to a sustainable energy future for all. Here, 

the European LCA grid emission factor is assumed to be 230kg CO2 eq./MWh 8 and the annual 

household electricity use in Europe is assumed to be 3.3 MWh/year (ofgem, 2011). 

 

Figure 12: Quantifying Novige’s impact with regards to SDGs 

Wave energy by nature can be used to balance the grid with respect to an ever-increasing mix 

of renewables in the energy sector, reducing the need to use unsustainable Li-ion batteries. 

Moreover, to further improve the renewable energy share in the global energy mix, innovative 

and cheap wave energy solutions can substantially help small island developing states since 

these regions are generally blessed with such resources. 

 

 
8 https://www.eea.europa.eu/ims/greenhouse-gas-emission-intensity-of-1  
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Quantifying Novige's contribution to
the Sustainable Development Goals

NoviOcean’s cumulative contracted capacity (GW)

Estimated total produced electricity by NoviOcean (MWh)

Estimated avoided CO2 emissions (with respect to EU LCA grid emission factor) (tons CO2-eq.)

Estimated total number of households powered by NoviOcean

Notes about methodology:
1) EU LCA grid emission factor is assumed to be 230 kg CO2 eq./ MWh
2) Annual household electricity use in the EU is assumed to be 3.3 MWh/year
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Innovative industries such as the wave energy sector can play a huge role 

in building resilient infrastructure and boosting sustainable industrial 

advancements worldwide, by improving the investment attractiveness of 

communities with access to oceans and potential wave array sites. 

The impact will be especially noticeable if most of the parts used for wave 

energy converters are to be cheaply manufactured locally from common 

and readily available resources. This, aside from promoting sustainable 

industrialization of connected industries in the value chain, will facilitate 

the access of small-scale industrial enterprises to financial services and 

create more jobs in those regions and neighboring communities. All of 

which are directly connected to SDG 9 and SDG 11. 

There is an urgent need to take prompt action against climate change and 

its increasingly violent consequences (SDG 13). In order to foster climate 

resilience and limit/reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions worldwide, 

clean, and renewable ocean energy will be an immensely impactful tool in 

both developed and developing countries through leading innovation and 

sustainability, supported by international investments.     

Broader Environmental, Gender and Societal Impacts 

While directly contributing to several sustainable development goals (namely SDGs 7, 9, 11, 

and 13), NoviOcean can indirectly benefit and reinforce several others (from environmental, 

societal, and gender-related perspectives). These secondary SDGs and NoviOcean’s benefits 

to each are briefly summarized here. 

Novige AB’s contribution to increasing renewable energy share can help 
improve access to electricity in remote island nations as well as developing 
countries (e.g., Namibia). Increased access to electricity can bring about 
more quality education opportunities to the inhabitants of these locations, 
hence boosting gender equality and helping in reduced inequalities (some 
of which do not yet have equal education opportunities for all genders due 
to women being forced to spend most of their time for household work). 

Novige AB, via its short-, mid-, and long-term objectives/results, and in line 
with the Sustainable Development Goals and EU Green Deal objectives and 
strategies, aims to increase and improve the gender-equal opportunities 
for research and innovation. 

During the pre-commercial development, and after the commercial roll-out 
has been achieved, the NoviOcean concept can contribute to increasing 
the presence of women actively doing research on connected topics, as 
well as their presence in the ocean energy industry, electrical storage, and 
grid infrastructures. Since these industries (in particular, marine energy) 
are currently suffering from the lack of presence from bright women, this 
can be of particular importance.  

NoviOcean WECs can be used as means to produce clean water which can 
be of critical importance to remote islands and arid coastline countries, 
especially if their sweet water reserves have been nearly exhausted or are 
going to be depleted in the future. Furthermore, this can also reinforce 
SDGs 4, 5, and 10 which were previously mentioned. 
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The majority of each NoviOcean WEC can be manufactured locally from 
abundantly available materials. Moreover, the materials used are harmless 
to the environment and can be fully recycled, hence reinforcing the circular 
economy and responsible production. 

This means that the marine environment will not be negatively affected by 
NoviOcean arrays (provided that necessary studies and investigations are 
carried out in advance) and may be even enhanced in some cases (e.g., 
providing growth and feeding basins for fish and coral reeves). 

Shoreline erosion mitigation is another aspect to which NoviOcean WECs 
can positively contribute to. 

 

Contribution to the European Green Deal 

 

The Communication from the EU on the Green Deal states that the decarbonization of energy 

system is critical to reaching climate objectives in both 2030 and 2050 horizons. An energy 

sector must be re-developed that is based largely on renewable sources, complemented by 

rapid phase-out of coal and decarbonizing gas. At the same time, the EU's energy supply needs 

to be secure and affordable for both consumers and businesses. Considering the massive but 

still untapped potential of wave energy, and the low cost and high level of dependency offered 

by NoviOcean, the business model directly supports the priorities and strategies stated in the 

Green Deal. 

In line with the Green Deal objectives, NoviOcean can directly (and indirectly) help accelerate 

the shift towards sustainable/smart mobility, supply clean, affordable, and secure energy, help 

in reaching the EU zero pollution ambition, and promote/advance a sustainable and circular 

economy. This can be reached by fostering innovation and cutting-edge research through 

close collaboration with the scientific community, which is another critical vision for Novige. 

A core target for our team is to illustrate NoviOcean’s superb grid-balancing qualities, stable 

supply, reliability, low costs, resource efficiency, and other socio-environmental advantages. 

Our innovative revenue model and the simplicity/sustainability of NoviOcean’s subsystems 

allow for local fabrication using common raw materials, improving its scalability potential, and 

creating jobs throughout the value chain. In addition, stable baseload supply and flexible grid 

balancing during peak hours can help accelerate the expansion of the European smart-grid 

infrastructure, as well as regional hydrogen networks (mid-term). 

Moreover, with respect to the strategic objectives of the EU Green Deal, NoviOcean’s success 

can facilitate the rapid acceleration of the clean energy transition on more than 200 EU islands 

that are currently dependent on fossil fuels as primary energy source (short term), as well as 

strengthen green alliance bonds between the EU and regions such as Africa, Latin America, 

Asia, and Pacific where the need for innovation and sustainability is high and wave energy 

sources are abundant (long term). 

Overarching Impacts 
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The practical viability of NoviOcean rests on our ability to reach enough industrial actors that are 

interested in the technology. Therefore, in parallel to technology development, Novige AB has 

already established (and continues to expand) relations with numerous potential partners and 

investors from the European and global energy sector. 

Moreover, one of the keys for a successful market entry of the NoviOcean WEC is the extent to 

which the concept is tested for a number of trial customers as well as acquisition of real data at 

scale. For this reason, we have already identified several such customers (who have suitable site 

conditions with remarkable potential from a commercial perspective) and established contacts 

with them (more coming onboard in later stages). These actors have expressed their interest in 

NoviOcean deployments in their area and are monitoring our commercialization progress. 
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The aim of the trials is to validate and further optimize the technology by running the test over 

several months/years with enough data to get the results verified. According to recommended 

practices by ocean energy organizations (e.g., IEA OES 9), the first deployment has already 

been planned to take place at an already established test site. 

Part of the funding required for this project has already been 

provided through the CINEA LIFE programme, EU’s funding 

instrument for the environment and climate action under 

the grant agreement LIFE20 CCM/SE/001589. Please scan 

the provided QR-code for more information about the LIFE 

NOVIOCEAN project. 

Following the testing of the first unit, the above-mentioned stakeholders will be in a position 

to contract the next three to six units at their location, either by leasing or purchasing. It may 

be also possible to tow the very first unit to their location, after the consents are approved. 

The trials’ results will also be important tools for other potential users to evaluate the potential 

of the NoviOcean technology. 

Commercialization Strategies 

During 2022 and 2023, the focus will be mainly on design studies for our first fully scaled WEC 

(NO500). Various grants are planned to be used to cover the associated costs for this period. 

After engaging with various suppliers/subcontractors and securing a reliable supply chain, 

henceforth updating the cost figures, private capital and/or regional support will be the main 

source to fund the development for the next two years (2024 & 2025), in which the focus will 

be on manufacturing, testing, and certifying the pre-commercial unit. 

As soon as the pre-commercial NO500 unit is tested and our numerical analysis are validated, 

the plan is to negotiate partnerships with several large industrial companies that have a global 

network. Consequently, partnerships with the most suitable global company will be decided, 

which can facilitate global expansion of the NoviOcean technology at a faster pace. Year 2024 

will be dedicated to acquiring regulatory approvals, demonstration, and economic deployment 

of the pre-commercial array. 

It is expected that from year 2025 onward, the first commercial array orders will be initiated. 

From this stage forward, low priced licensing and part-production at local shipyards will be 

pursued as a secondary strategy to generate revenue as well as to help increase the rate of 

deployments in geographical markets of interest. Figure 13 shows the development stages 

and required funding at each stage until the NoviOcean concept is fully commercial. 

Figure 13: NoviOcean’s development roadmap including different stages and their respective funding needed 

 
9 https://www.ocean-energy-systems.org/  
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The technology is currently at stage 3-4 (TRL 6). For a successful completion of stage 4, an 

additional funding of approximately 3.8 M€ will be needed.  

 

Our team will continue applying for various grants in the coming months and years, both 

Nordic and from the EU Commission. When the approvals are acquired, an even better picture 

of the future costs will be known. Thereafter, we could attract private capital and/or regional 

support to cover the difference. That capital (probably only 1-2.5 M€) will be gradually spent 

during 2023-2026 and will most likely have a risk-reward ratio most investors very seldom 

come across. 

Go-to-market Strategies 

To maximize the commercial impact, the company has already started to evaluate possible 

offerings and packages for key customers such as utility companies, coastal industries, local 

municipalities, and homeowners’ associations. The idea being that these customers can work 

alone or as a consortium. One example of such offerings being considered, is a contract to 

pay only on delivery of a fully functional product, with the performance numbers agreed on, as 

a no-risk deal. 

For international customers, Novige has also approached actors such as The Swedish Export 

Credit Agency and explores other funding instruments such as what is provided through the 

European Investment Bank (EIB), and the ERDF program (used successfully by Minesto in 

Wales), as well as other development banks such as the African and Asian Development Bank. 

In addition, the company plans, to the extent possible, to use local industry actors, for instance 

shipyards, to produce and procure a large part of the subsystems and components, laying the 

ground for a possible additional domestic industry in the future. An important factor for many 

public customers evaluating the impacts of new technology investments. 

Based on the previous assessments, Novige's business model, which was developed/refined 

together with external experts, entails several strategies for different market segments. The 

three primary initial strategies are to: 
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Target remote island communities that depend on diesel power plants and therefore 

have high electricity prices 

Target integrating NoviOcean in existing offshore wind farms and plan for supplying 

the energy demand of offshore oil and gas platforms 

Target more large-scale plants in European regions that have very high wave energy 

potential, such as Norway, the UK, Ireland, Spain, Portugal, etc., especially in regions 

where the supply chains for offshore wind and/or oil & gas industries are already 

established. After Europe as the initial geographical focus market, we will continue 

towards the same larger markets globally. 

NoviOcean’s scaleup potential is vast. Aside from the possibility to easily adjust the size of 

the floating structure for the same PTO to maximize the operational performance regarding 

each individual site, NoviOcean WECs have exceptional ability to survive under extreme storm 

conditions. This makes it possible to use NoviOcean arrays in regions where extreme weather 

conditions are more frequent, increasing its utilization in areas where other wave energy 

concepts have lower survival chances. 

Moreover, due to the use of simple, reliable, and industrially mature components, scaling the 

rated capacity will be exceptionally easy in terms of engineering, deployment, and operation. 

Therefore, scaling up to 10 MW rated capacity will be possible in the future (with 5 MW rated 

capacity per WEC being evaluated as the current economic threshold). 

However, the goal is to start with a smaller model, in order to quickly establish commercial 

installations that can be used as references for future, with larger units (1, 2, and 5 MW) in the 

pipeline for medium to longer term. It is also important to note that the business strategy 

includes local part production and service, which is an important selling point for local players, 

as a significant part of their investment will benefit the local economy. 

Novige therefore plans to develop a 500-kW model (NO500) as its first commercially scaled 

WEC unit. However, the design has the potential to develop into larger units, making them 

especially relevant in areas with powerful waves, i.e., the Atlantic, Pacific & Indian coastlines. 

 

 

 

To successfully deliver NoviOcean to 

early commercial customers as well as 

to properly achieve the intended value 

propositions, an initial marketing plan 

according to the seven Marketing P’s 

principles has been chosen to provide 

a holistic yet clear overview.  

 

 

Figure 14: 7 Marketing P’s formulated for 
NoviOcean’s go-to-market strategy 

 

A 
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Risk Assessment 

From a high-level view, the main risk groups that Novige AB will be facing have been identified 

in 8 different categories. These include: 

1) regulatory and compliance risks 

2) financial risks 

3) operational risks 

4) technological risks 

5) risks related to company’s reputation and brand value 

6) market-related risks 

7) risks related to ICT infrastructure and human resources 

8) other miscellaneous types of risks 

From these categories, some of the most important risks that are relevant to pre-commercial 

and early commercial technology development phases & their respective mitigation measures 

have been chosen, evaluated, and further expanded in Table 3.  

Table 3: Risk assessment and appropriate mitigation actions in a short- to mid-term period 
(more relevant to NoviOcean’s pre-commercial and early commercial phases) 

Category/Risk Cause Mitigation Measures Impact Odds 

Financial; 

Interest rate risk 

Increased interest 

rate of loans. 

(Impact will 

decrease as the 

company grows) 

Relying more on grants and equity financing than loans. In 

case of taking loans, consider a fixed interest rate instead 

of variable rates. 

Medium Low 

Financial; 

Insolvency 

Bankruptcy of a 

key customer, late 

invoices, etc. 

This risk is especially prone to happening during a 

recession period. The impact can be very much, especially 

during the first commercial deployment stages and when 

the company is still very much dependent on grants and 

external financing. Some effective measures are: 

(1) Doing credit checks on the customers, especially 

important in such an industry with high failure rates. 

(2) Regular reviewing of our company’s credit limits. 

(3) Having a clear and effective credit control procedure 

to identify exposure at early stages and act accordingly. 

(4) Incorporating a “retention of title” clauses in customer 

contracts if possible. 

(5) Using credit insurance and invoice financing 

agreements. 

High Medium 

Operational; 

Pricing volatility 

for material, 

equipment, or 

services 

Sudden increased 

price or shortages 

of raw materials 

(i.e. steel) and 

specific 

equipment. 

(SMEs are 

particularly more 

exposed to such 

risk) 

(1) Supplier contracts should include gross and net 

weights for raw materials as well as a cost basis with 

index, market-based, or published prices. They should 

outline when prices will see adjustments or reviews. 

(2) Identify key commodities/services which tend to 

experience high price volatility which might include steel, 

copper, plastics, rubber, lubricants, or even ship renting 

rates and estimate their impact on the total pricing of the 

products (helps with future commodity strategies) 

(3) Focus on financial hedges (to avoid price increases) 

and operational hedges (like design changes to control 

how raw materials are procured). 

(4) Introduce a reasonable overhead margin as cost 

contingency into CAPEX and OPEX estimations. 

High High 
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Category/Risk Cause Mitigation Measures Impact Odds 

Operational; 

Risks related to 

the supply chain 

Bankruptcy of a key 

supplier, and supply 

chain interruption 

(1) Perform a thorough and structured due diligence 

on different subcontractors/vendors 

(2) Single sourcing procurement strategy can bring 

better bargaining power and a certain price 

advantage, however it increases the chance of 

production interruptions. Hence, it can be effective 

to divide the total purchase between several 

suppliers as much as possible. 

(3) Pay attention to corporate family trees (if the 

vendor has subsidiary businesses or is owned by a 

parent company. These relationships can potentially 

expose them to additional risks. 

High Medium 

Market; 

Unexpected rise 

in competition 

Emergence of another 

unique and innovative 

concept in the wave 

energy sector 

Trying to focus on, improve upon, and market the 

NoviOcean’s unique selling points (USPs) and 

competitive advantages over the emerging 

technologies as well as trying to identify and focus 

on locations and customers which can benefit the 

most from such USPs. Competition is challenging, 

but always good! 

Medium Medium 

Market; 

Changing 

customer 

expectations 

Various changes in 

regulations, electricity 

prices, market outlooks, 

policies, or any other 

paradigm shift which 

might change the 

perception of 

customers (a recent 

example is BREXIT). 

Introduction of a 

completely different but 

more cost-effective 

technology can be also 

included here. 

Here, adoption measures are more relevant than 

mitigation measures. Examples of such measures 

include: 

(1) Design improvements in response to customer 

changes if possible. 

(2) Undertaking continuous investigations about 

possible changes and upcoming 

technological/economic/political trends in 

geographic target markets and investing in effective 

marketing strategies and negotiation tactics to 

reduce the effect of this risk. 

High Low 

IT; Online 

security breach 

Identity theft, e-mail 

abuse, cyber-attacks, 

credit card fraud, etc. 

(Odds tend to get higher 

as company size and 

complexity increases) 

(1) Make sure all critical information is regularly 

backed-up in secure locations. 

(2) Cyber criminals may use valuable insights from 

company's website/social media page to make their 

phishing emails appear highly authentic. It is 

therefore important that employees take extra care 

about opening files/links received from new external 

sources. 

(3) Invest in solid and reliable anti-virus, firewall, and 

firmware technology to prevent malwares. Plus, 

make sure they are kept up to date. 

(4) Make sure devices are using a private Wi-fi 

network or a VPN when connected to public 

networks (like hotel networks, etc.) for transfer of 

sensitive data. 

Medium Low 

Regulatory & 

compliance; 

Government 

regulations 

Changed government 

regulations and 

limitations to ocean 

energy implementation, 

as well as risks 

stemmed from lack of 

clarity in the consenting 

processes 

Thorough investigation on regulations and 

limitations of the target country (especially 

important for early deployments) and keeping a 

close contact with responsible authorities and 

energy agencies. Considering the general movement 

towards and urgent need for renewables, such 

regulatory changes are unlikely to act against 

Novige's strategies and goals. 

Low Low 
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Category/Risk Cause Mitigation Measures Impact Odds 

Regulatory & 

compliance; 

Changed 

subsidies and 

supports 

Reduced project 

economic potential due 

to expired/reduced 

subsidies and 

governmental supports 

The current outlook is very favorable towards 

increased renewables (especially ocean energy 

technologies), which makes it highly improbable 

that such changes occur in a negative way. 

Moreover, subsidies and potential rates of change 

are announced several years earlier. Therefore, an 

effective mitigation measure is to keep a close 

contact with officials and agencies who oversee 

introducing such supports. 

Medium Low 

HR; Risks related 

to human 

resources 

An example is a key 

staff leaving the 

company (the impact 

reduces by increased 

company size) 

A relatively important but usually under-estimated 

risk for SMEs. A key team member might decide to 

leave the company for various reasons. Several 

prevention measures are available to motivate, 

empower and engage the staff. However, there are 

effective mitigation measures to minimize the 

losses to the company in case of such a thing 

happens: 

(1) Creating and constantly maintaining an effective 

knowledge pool, in which the company knowledge 

(explicit and tacit), such as know-hows, procedures, 

lessons-learnt, etc. are recorded and archived. 

(2) Keeping the online database and knowledge 

management platform relevant and up to date. 

Medium Medium 

Reputational; 

Risks towards 

company’s 

reputation/ brand 

value 

Bad/incomprehensive 

stakeholder 

identification, 

engagement and 

management 

Maintaining contact with different stakeholders and 

asking for their improvement points and feedback 

as well as engaging them in the development stages 

and news. 

High Medium 

Technological: 

Increased project 

costs in deep 

water locations 

Expensive/complex 

support structures 

(construction and/or 

installation)  

(1) Incorporating the WEC arrays into existing 

structures (e.g. existing offshore wind farms); 

shared costs. 

(2) Investigate alternative support solutions, like 

floating platforms, etc. Benchmarking from 

innovative solutions under development for offshore 

wind, etc. 

Low High 

Technological: 

Deployment 

limitation even in 

high potential 

locations 

Due to non-existent grid 

facilities 

These facilities may be available where there is a 

developed offshore wind energy system. No specific 

mitigation measure exists except for investigating 

and prior investigation for selecting the optimal 

deployment site. 

Low High 

Technological; 

Survivability & 

maintaining 

secure electrical 

connections 

Extreme loading 

conditions 

(1) Optimal mooring/anchoring solutions and 

seeking professional assistance 

(2) Using suitable flex-cables for device connection 

(3) More comprehensive CFD calculations and tests 

on the connection lines and improvements in float 

shape design. 

(4) Developing a robust control system as well as 

wave prediction system. 

(5) Comprehensive O&M strategy and close access 

to nearby ports and facilities (most important for 

demonstration project and early commercial arrays). 

High High 

Technological; 

Other harmful 

environmental 

factors 

Effect of seaweed, salty 

water, and biofouling on 

performance loss & 

structural degradation 

Investigating and using antifouling measures and/or 

materials and/or mechanisms which are not prone 

to fouling as well as using anti-corrosion 

fluids/additives. 

High High 
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Communication Plan 

A sound communication plan is a critical component for Novige’s continued success. It is 

worth mentioning that for optimal effectiveness and comprehensiveness, the communication 

plan needs to be updated based on stakeholder input at certain company growth stages. 

Novige’s high-level communication goals and objectives are to provide transparency and 

honesty, and to optimally engage different stakeholders in the decision-making processes 

during different development stages and throughout the commercial lifetime of each project. 

Increasing knowledge about the technology for different stakeholders (especially the general 

public and community members) can help them understand the application and added value 

of wave energy, particularly NoviOcean, to their communities and local economy. 

Facilitating acceptance gain among key stakeholders and employees is another critical aspect 

to Novige’s success which the communication plan is aimed to address. Furthermore, having 

an efficient communication plan can also improve relationships with the supply chain and 

external strategic partners as well as investors, developers, and operators. Finally, Novige’s 

communication plan is designed to facilitate good opportunities for receiving feedback from 

different stakeholder groups and directing them to the most relevant part of the organization. 

A detailed look at a part of Novige’s communication plan has been reflected in Table 4 below 

along with our proposed communication measures for effectively promoting the product and 

our future projects. 

Table 4: The essence of Novige’s communication plan 

Audience Primary channels Planned activities Objectives 

Local 

community 

members and 

the public 

1) Websites, social media, 

and newsletters. 

2) Physical engagement 

activities (especially 

during public consultation 

tasks of EIA). 

3) Brochures and 

factsheets. 

1.1) General status reports. 

1.2) Industry-related 

informational articles. 

1.3) Social media updates. 

2.1) Community 

engagement workshops and 

planned public consultation 

events. 

a) Project transparency. 

b) Positive social engagement from early 

project stages and during EIA. 

c) Demystifying doubts about NoviOcean and 

effectively showing positive impacts to the 

local culture/economy. 

d) Increasing public knowledge about wave 

energy, hydrogen utilization, and alternative 

storage solutions. 

Management 

team and 

project teams 

1) Face-to-face (physical), 

online meetings, emails, 

calls, or other personal 

communication means. 

2) Custom project 

dashboards and project 

platforms. 

1.1) Scheduled monthly 

informal small group 

meetings. 

1.2) Personal daily 

communications. 

2.1) Day-to-day use of online 

tools, project knowledge 

management/sharing pools, 

and integrated project 

databases. 

a) Clarifying ambiguity. 

b) Defining roadmaps and revising strategies. 

c) Decision-making on upcoming challenges. 

d) Determining upcoming sub-tasks and 

responsibilities. 

External 

advisory 

members and 

consultants 

1) Online meetings 

(scheduled and as per 

need basis) 

2) Physical, emails, calls 

1.1) Formal and noted 

consultation sessions 

2.1) Knowledge sharing as 

per need basis 

a) Seeking expert knowledge and consultation 

regarding the project uncertainties and 

challenges that are not immediately related to 

the core competencies of the team members. 
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Audience Primary channels Planned activities Objectives 

Authorities 

(governmental 

agencies and 

institutions) 

1) Written methods of 

communication (paper-

based or electronic). 

2) Physical meetings as 

per need basis. 

1.1) Formal written 

documents/letters, such as 

study results, applications, 

etc. 

2.1) Being connected to 

governmental newsletters 

and/or decision-making 

representatives. 

a) Easier consenting and permitting 

procedures, etc. 

b) Establishing clear communications and 

mutual understanding. 

c) Being updated with possible future 

decisions and upcoming systematic changes 

in the project area due to higher-level policies. 

The EU 

Commission 

1) Written methods of 

communication (paper-

based or electronic). 

2) Physical meetings as 

required. 

1.1) Formal project 

deliverables. 

1.2) Dissemination results. 

1.3) Periodic reports. 

2.1) Emails and online 

scheduled meetings to 

address project updates. 

a) Fulfilling the formal requirements of 

projects. 

b) Providing transparency and informing the 

Commission about the latest project 

progressions. 

c) Keeping the projects in line with the EU 

Commission directives and the EU Green Deal 

goals and objectives. 

d) Effectively addressing the concerns and 

improvement points of the EU Commission. 

Test site 

owners and/or 

operators 

1) Audio-visual 

communication 

methods. 

2) Written methods of 

communication. 

3) Other means of 

communication. 

1.1) Presentations and 

discussions. 

2.1) Relevant status reports 

and project development 

updates. 

a) Projects transparency and optimal 

implementation. 

b) Facilitating improvement plans. 

c) Being updated with industry trends and 

future changes in test sites. 

d) Seeking expert knowledge from test site 

staff. 

Supply chain & 

external 

strategic 

contractors 

1) Internet/intranet web 

solutions. 

2) Personal or electronic 

communication 

channels. 

1.1) Annual surveys. 

1.2) Knowledge sharing 

platforms (under NDA). 

2.1) Occasional meetings and 

meeting summaries. 

2.2) Regular project-specific 

discussions. 

a) Optimally directing and managing different 

contractors and project tasks. 

b) Getting improvement feedback. 

c) Noticing if a supplier or key strategic 

partner is going through a hard time (or might 

experience difficulties in the future). 

d) Maintaining a strong knowledge network 

and learning from shared lessons and 

experiences. 

e) Maintaining a strong supply chain network 

and identifying bottlenecks and deficiencies. 

f) Identifying future partnership opportunities. 

Members of 

the scientific 

community 

1) Online meetings 

(scheduled and as per 

need basis) 

2) Physical, emails, calls, 

etc. 

3) Conferences and 

annual science and 

technology events. 

1.1) Defining research 

projects. 

1.2) Supporting the 

researchers during the 

implementation of projects. 

3.1) Attending seminars and 

conferences to disseminate 

the scientific results of each 

project and spin-off research 

work. 

3.2) Publishing papers 

following the academic 

engagements. 

a) Optimal scientific dissemination and 

exploitation of project results. 

b) Contributions to the science and research 

and advancing the industry. 

c) Feedback on future improvements. 

d) Leading the innovation base. 

e) Continued engagement with universities 

and researchers for advancing to higher TRL 

levels. 

f) Identifying suitable knowledge workers for 

future employment. 

g) Improving the reach for owned 

technologies into the future market. 
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Audience Primary channels Planned activities Objectives 

Competitors 

and critical 

actors in the 

value chain 

1) Industry-related 

engagement 

2) Websites (including 

projects’ websites and 

partners’ websites), social 

media, and newsletters. 

1.1) Participation in industry-

related events, such as 

exhibitions and seminars. 

1.2) Participating in (and if 

possible, arranging) industry 

and policy-making 

roundtables. 

2.1) Recurring news updates 

on industry-related 

newsrooms and websites. 

a) Promoting and improving the culture of 

“engagement and improvement”. 

b) Encouraging more transparency and 

knowledge sharing throughout the industry 

(and value chain), without risking the business 

secrets. 

c) Promoting collaborative action for 

advancing renewable energy industry as a 

whole on the European and global level and for 

the best of the climate. 

Investors & 

future 

sponsors 

1) Written methods of 

communication 

2) Online and physical 

means of 

communications 

1.1) Formal presentations, 

status reports, and business 

analysis reports. 

2.1) Pitches and arranged 

meetings to discuss 

potential opportunities. 

a) Conveying a clear and transparent message 

about where the company is headed and its 

plans. 

b) Securing funding sources and attracting 

more investors for different phases. 

c) Improving the brand value for the company 

and the NoviOcean product. 

Potential 

future 

customers 

1) Face-to-face, mobile, or 

electronic 

communication. 

2) Brochures and 

factsheets. 

1.1) Meetings and short 

presentations. 

1.2) Presenting specific (and 

tailor-made) business case 

analysis. 

a) Making sure the company’s portfolio is 

efficiently managed. 

b) Reviewing and making sure that the 

company’s progress is in line with its strategic 

objectives. 

c) Reinforcing transparency and unitedness 

between team members and potential future 

customers. 

 

Knowledge Management and Open Access 

The relevance of knowledge management can be discussed under two different applications: 

The first being related to internal communications and the second being related to external 

relations. 

With respect to the first category, a knowledge management platform can greatly enhance the 

performance of the core team. A shared knowledge pool enables team members to use the 

cumulative experiences of the whole team, while also prevents overworking on certain topics 

which have been resolved previously by one of the members. Moreover, an internal knowledge 

management system makes the company more resilient towards sudden organizational 

changes such as a hypothetical situation in which a key member leaves the team. 

A secondary knowledge management platform can also link Novige and its key external 

partners and suppliers. Each organizational member can benefit from such a system, 

especially when a consortium is formed, and more detailed and confidential documents are 

shared among the members. Moreover, an integrated system (despite the implementation 

costs) can boost the speed by which different teams from several member organizations are 

cooperating, on a common project. 
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Open access documents/tools will be generally published for communicating and delivering 

key messages to community members and public, as well as authorities, philanthropists, and 

foundations. The media for accessing such documents will be primarily Novige’s website, 

followed by social media platforms. Status reports, high-level executive decisions/strategies, 

cost assessment reports and models, and general industry-related information articles can be 

included in this category. 

Revenue Model 

We have chosen three main methods of generating revenue which are as following: 

Selling priceworthy licenses for most of the product (80%), with the rest (20%) being 

supplied as plug-ins by Novige. 

Partnership, or joint venture with one or two global industrial companies.  

Own production, deployment, operation, and maintenance of NoviOcean arrays at a 

smaller scale than numbers 1 and 2. 

 

Figure 15: Novige’s three main revenue streams 

Engaging markets on a for profit basis means that Novige will sell NO500 units at a price that 

is both higher than the costs associated with manufacturing, delivering and selling the actual 

units, a.k.a. COGS (Cost Of Goods Sold) yet low enough to allow a relevant profit margin for 

the array owner and the consortium (e.g., project developer, site operator, financiers, lending 

institutions, grid operator, and/or utility company etc.). 

In the mid- to long-term, Novige’s ability to generate profitable revenue streams is dependent 

on politically secured market boosting incentives and/or “goldilock sites” with excellent wave 

conditions and high market prices for electricity. However, our team forecasts both increased 

competition and reduction of incentives within the next 10-20 years. Despite this, our models 

indicate that Novige will still be able to generate a profit on unit sales while maintaining a price 

that is very attractive in the eyes of the project developers/array owners, etc. The high early 

year margins will be a tremendous asset for Novige to grow its business organically. 

 

1 

2 
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With Novige’s current business rate, we estimate revenue in 2030 to be more than 194 M€, 

with an EBITDA of 33 M€ and over 30 internal employees (as well as contributing to creation 

of more than 1500 regional employment opportunities). The costs foreseen for reaching the 

target EBITDA by 2030 includes general sales activities and growth of the organization. This 

cost will be covered mainly through earnings expected from sales of NoviOcean wave energy 

converters and licensing fees but will if deemed necessary also include equity and debts. 

Our plan is to prove the industrial relevance of the NoviOcean technology and then continue 

an aggressive expansion of NoviOcean with a goal of 20 units sold by 2028 (generating about 

35,000-40,000 MWh/year). This soft start approach will help us secure a bankable status as 

well as high volume production capacity. After this Novige’s focus will be 100% on market 

domination. 
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Business Model CANVAS 

To conclude, Novige’s Business Model CANVAS, describing our overall scalable business 

strategy and revenue model is included in Table 5. 

Table 5: Novige’s Business Model CANVAS 

BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS 

Key Partners Key Activities Value Propositions Client Relationships Customer Segments 

● Subsidiaries in other 
regions (e.g. UK) 

● A joint venture with a 
leading global 
energy/utility 
company 

● Licensed local 
manufacturing 
companies  

● Environmental 
consultants 

● Trusted 
suppliers/vendors & 
subcontractors 

● Transport & 
installation partners 

● Local O&M 
contractors & 
shipyards 

● Business and 
marketing consultants 

● Partnered research 
institutes and 
universities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

● Wave energy 
converter (WEC) 
development, 
manufacturing, and 
assembly 

● Building a reputable 
brand 

● Consultancy services 
● Promoting investment 

and attention to wave 
energy 

● Providing an 
economic way to 
harness energy from a 
renewable source 

● Contributing to lower 
GHG emissions in 
energy sector and 
help solving the 
climate change issue 

 

● Significantly lower 
cost of energy 
compared to any 
other marine energy 
concept 

● Lower LC CO2 
emissions compared 
to wind and solar 
energy 

● Stable and high-
quality electricity 
supply 

● Extreme survivability 
and low/easy 
maintenance 

● Innovative solutions 
● Possibility to produce, 

store and sell 
hydrogen onsite 

● Land erosion 
mitigation 

● Possibility to integrate 
with existing offshore 
structures (e.g. wind 
turbine foundations) 

● Minimal 
environmental 
impacts 

● Life-cycle approach 
● Quality 

products/services 
● No need for 

unsustainable 
batteries (24/7 
production) 

● Simple transport, 
installation, and 
dismantling 

● Ability to optimize 
performance based 
on wave 
characteristics 

● Ability to partly 
manufacture locally 

● Customer sales 
● General services and 

technical support 
● Tailor-made and site-

specific product 
bundles 

● Project performance 
optimization services 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geographic: 

● Geographical 
locations that have 
inherently high wave 
energy potential (e.g., 
Ireland, UK, Portugal, 
Norway, France, 
Spain, US, South 
Africa, Australia, New 
Zealand, Namibia, 
Brazil, Chile, Japan, 
etc.) 

Non-geographic: 

● Remote island 
communities 

● Offshore oil & gas 
platforms 

● Fisheries 
● Offshore wind farms 
● Municipal energy 

companies 
● Utilities 
● Coastal industrial 

companies and 
communities 

● Homeowners’ 
associations 

● Governments 
● Etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Resources Channels 

● Brand 
● Vision and business 

idea 
● International 

intellectual property 
rights (patents) 

● Technical know-hows 
● Industry experts 
● Academic minds 
● Core team 
● Corporate culture 
● Access to specialist 

networks 

 

 

 

● International networks 
of suppliers, 
customers, 
contractors, 
institutions, 
governments, etc. 

● Exhibitions and 
workshops 

● Website 
● Social media 
● Industry newsletters 

and magazines 

 

 

 

 

Cost Structure Revenue Streams 

● Salaries and staffing 
● Maintenance and operating costs 
● Project due diligence and acquiring standards and permits 
● Procurement of equipment from suppliers 
● Manufacturing, assembly, and installation 
● R&D 

 

● Selling licenses 
● Profits from selling electricity for owned projects 
● Partnership / joint venture 
● Project management 
● Hydrogen production and sale for owned projects (future) 
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